
Subject: turntable advice? (again)
Posted by password on Thu, 25 Aug 2005 22:53:45 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

okay... new thread. hopefully not as bad as the last.i know absolutely nothing about turntables. i've
been searching for information for 2 weeks or so, and somehow i haven't learned anything.  i've
attempted to play about 2 records in my life, and both times i broke the record player beyond
recognition. anyway, i think maybe i've been asking my questions wrong... or asking the wrong
questions all together. so, i'm going to try again.1. starting from scratch, what do i need to listen to
my records? i had originally thought of buying a suitcase model record player, but apparently
people hate those. i know i need a turntable and... speakers. what else?2. most "budget"
entry-level  turntable suggestions that i've seen have cost between $300 and $500. rarely have i
seen anything lower than $200. i've seen more than a few discussions of replacement cartridges
that cost $500+. i completely understand the market for that, but for the casual listener it seems a
bit excessive. i really just want to hear my records in decent quality without damaging them and
without spending billions of dollars to maintain the turntable. i'd really like to spend less than $100
on the whole thing, but i'm getting the feeling that it's not going to happen. is there anything out
there for casual listeners? if not, what's the lowest that i can expect to spend without buying
crap?3. is there any kind of "turntables for complete idiots" website? i keep finding myself lost in
terminology, and every site i find that attempts to explain things confuses me even more.4. i just
received a few 45's in the mail. they're in great condition, but they have dust all over them. what's
the safest way to go about cleaning them?thanks... and my apologies for being an idiot. 

Subject: Re: turntable advice? (again)
Posted by Wayne Parham on Fri, 26 Aug 2005 03:33:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

For the price range you're talking about, I really like the Technics direct drive models.  Some of
the other guys will offer other suggestions too.I have a Rega, but it costs a little more.  I really dig
the VPI tables too, but they're also more money.  In the under a grand market, I think the Technics
tables are the best deal.

Subject: Re: turntable advice? (again)
Posted by hurdy_gurdyman on Sat, 17 Sep 2005 13:57:22 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A good quality table on the cheap is the AR-XA. This can be found on ebay for about $50 or so.
These have a very professional platter with a simple but competant arm. Get a guarentee that
both channels sound ok when playing and that the platter spins under it's own power. The most
common problem with these is that the tonearm wire gets chewed up between the floating
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sub-chassis and plinith top when the unit is being transported with the platter still in place. The
proper way to transport or ship is to remove the platter and wrap it separately and place under the
rest of the unit. If the wire is ok and the motor works, a simple lube of tonearm bearings and
platter bearings and tonearm tracking adjustments will make a great sounding turntable that will
cost a few hundred dollars to get better sound.Dave 
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